
Features:
n	Quickly and easily publish bids and offers to 
 leading fixed income ATS’s with complete control 
 over which quotes are sent to each destination 
 and at what price, quantity, minimum order 
 quantity, and increment.

n		Eliminate overselling and broken trades by      
   automatically and immediately updating all 
   trading venues when receiving an ATS order that 
   changes the quantity available. 

n	Aggregate inbound orders from the ATS’s in a 
   central order blotter to provide easy and 
   consistent access.

n	High performance calculation engine supports 
 real-time quote pricing based on percent of par, 
 yield, or live spread-to-benchmark pricing.

n	Eliminate manual entry by incorporating drop 
   copy trade notifications of transactions done 
   on the ATS platforms into the consolidated order 
   blotter.

Key Benefits:

BondPub offers bond traders an execution 
management application to control the 
outbound distribution of their corporate, 
agency, or municipal bonds quotes and 
aggregate the inbound order flow from the 
most requested trading venues in one simple 
real-time interface.

Flexible
BondPub increases productivity by responding in 
a fraction of a second to confirm orders and send 
updated quotes.

BondPub streamlines trading workflow. It frees traders 
to trade without being slowed by different systems 
that don’t work together. It improves the workflow 
between the trader and the alternative trading 
systems so traders focus on trading rather than the 
mechanics of the different platforms.

BondPub not only provides an excellent integration 
platform for the electronic trading venues but readily 
integrates with the firm’s existing systems.

Technology 
BondPub is a Windows application that operates 
over internet connectivity without a need for 
special connectivity or additional staff. BondPub is 
monitored and supported by experts in electronic 
trading technology. 

Full Service
At FTLabs, we partner with our clients to provide 
high-performance workflow automation tools that 
increase productivity, reliability, and profitability of 
traders and firms active in the fixed income markets.

BondPub
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For more information or to contact us go to ftlabs.com or call 321.248.4248.
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About Financial Technology Laboratories
Our mission is to provide our clients with high-performance workflow automation tools that increase productivity, reliability, and 
profitability of traders and firms active in the fixed income markets. Established in 2005, Financial Technology Laboratories, Inc. (FTLabs), 
has become a leader in financial software development and technology consulting specializing in delivering innovative technology 
solutions for the fixed income securities market.

FTLabs provides fixed income calculation and analytics software components, system integration software using the Financial 
Information eXchange (FIX) protocol, fixed income and electronic trading solutions, custom software development, and consulting 
services to broker-dealers and software vendors in the bond market.  We are more than developers and consultants.  Our people have 
been at the forefront of fixed income technology business for more than 20 years.  We are the technology experts that understand the 
bond markets and will take your business to the next level.

  
 
  

Using BondPub, traders can efficiently manage quote 
and order flow with the most requested electronic 
trading venues, including:

n TMC Bonds 
n TradeWeb Direct	 	

n BondPoint
n Bloomberg  
n MuniBrokers
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Positions in BondPub are maintained 
directly in a familiar spreadsheet-like 
interface or imported from a variety of 
common file types (Microsoft Excel, CSV, 
etc.). When a quantity or price changes 
on a quote in BondPub, it is immediately 
published to all enabled trading 
destinations. Hit or lift orders placed 
on the ATS’s against these quotes are 
routed back to BondPub’s consolidated 
order blotter.


